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MAGNETO-OPTICAL EFFECTS ON THE EMISSION OF SELF-TRAP-
PED EXCITON PERTURBED BY Na IMPURITY IN CsI:Na CRYSTAL

J.P. VON DER WEID* and M.A. AEGERTER**
institut de Physique. Université de Neuehi2tel. Rue A.—L. Breguet I. CH—2000 Neuehdtet.
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The tunnelling recombination of trapped holes (VK) and electrons (Na°)pairs in Csl:Na
crystal is studied by optical detection of ESR (DC and transient behavior) and circular
dichroism in the 420 nm emission. A model explains the data and allows to determine the
tunnelling probabilities.

1. Introduction

The propertiesof self-trappedexcitons (STE) in alkali halides have been
extensively studied with several experimentaltechniquessuch as optical ab-
sorption [I]. luminescence[21 and magneto—opticalexperiments[31.and the
model of their structureis now well established.analoguousto a relaxed(VK + e)
center.Less information is availableon perturbedself-trappedexcitons.

The presentwork concernsthe characteristicblue luminescenceobservedat
420 nm in sodium doped cesium iodide either underX irradiation or after X
irradiation at low temperature(phosphorescencephenomenon).It was recently
shown [41that this emission arises from the recombinationof nearby self-
trappedhole (VK centers)and electrons(probably Na°centers)via a tunnelling
processand that the efficiency of the recombinationdependson the total
electronic spin of the pair, the final emitting state being mainly a singlet state.
The present study shows that large temperature-dependentmagneto—optical
effectsareassociatedwith the 420 nm emissionand indicatesthat a triplet state
is also involved in the final emitting statesafter the tunnelling recombinationof
the VK—Na° pair~this is confirmed by optical detection of Electron Spin
Resonance(ODESR)in the final state.

2. Experimental procedure

Singlecrystalsof sodiumdopedcesiumiodide (200to 1000ppm) grown in our
laboratory,were annealedat 450°Cthen mountedin a TE101 X-band ESR cavity
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placed in a superconductingsplit coil cryostat(SpectromagSM4, Oxford In-
struments).The excitationwasobtainedfrom a 150 ky/b mA tungstentargetX-
ray tube (Mueller MG 150). The emission spectrawere analysedwith a Jarrell-
Ash 25 cm grating monochromatorfollowed by an EMI 9558QB photomultiplier.
In the magneticcircular dichroism (MCD) measurementsand optical detection
of resonances(ODESR) the 420 nm luminescencewas selectedby broadband
filters. The MCD signal was obtained with a Morvue photoelasticmodulator
operatingat 50 kHz. The microwave field was modulatedat frequenciesfrom
3 kHz down to 0.001 Hz and the transientresponseof the ODESR signalswas

analysedwith the sametechniquedescribedpreviously [51.

3. Results and discussion

The luminescencespectrumobservedunder X irradiation near liquid helium
temperaturepresents two kinds of emission bands: the two intrinsic STE
emission bands(290nm and 338 nm) and the 420 nm emission,characteristicof
the sodium impurity. The relative intensity of thesebandsdependson the Na~
concentration(partial quenchingof the intrinsic bandsby the presenceof the
impurity) and the temperature.The 420 nm emission arisesfrom the radiative
recombinationof a self-trappedexciton perturbedby a sodium impurity. The
phosphorescencephenomenon[4] observedafter the X irradiation appearsas a
non-radiativetunnelling of (VK—Na°)pair followed by a radiativeelectron—hole
recombinationasa perturbedSTEemission.

MCD measurementswere made with the magneticfield parallel to either a
(100),(110) or (111)crystallineaxis for 1.3 K < T <50 K and 0< H0<50KG. The
results show unambiguouslythat a triplet state is involved in the final emitting
stateafter the tunnelling recombinationof VK—Na°centerpairs. However the
absolutevaluesof the MCD definedas (1 — I~)/(I + 1~+ ‘DC) are much smaller
than those obtained for the intrinsic luminescencesin pure CsI at the same
temperature[6]. This confirms that a singlet state is also involved in the final
state,as previously suggested[4]. The singlet state luminescenceaffects the
MCD ratio since it increasesthe denominator(I~)and therefore reducesthe
absoluteMCD ratio.

The applicationof a resonantmicrowavefield can affect the emissionproper-
ties of this systemeither in the initial state (VK—Na°)pair) or in the final one
(perturbedSTE).The spectrumshownin fig. I is independentof the polarization
of the emitted light andis assignedto the ODESRof VK centersperturbedby a
nearby Na°defect prior the tunnelling process[7]. The two Gaussianshaped
lines correspondto centerswhich are respectivelyparallel or perpendicularto
the magneticfield. Fig. 2 shows the effect of the microwave field on the 420 nm
MCD signal in the final stateand confirms that the MCD signal arisesfrom a
triplet stateemissionwhosezero field splitting D is positive but much~smaller
than the one measuredwith unperturbedSTE in Cs! [61.

The separationbetweenthe ~ and o~polarized ODESR lines in the (100)
spectrumis only 800 G. The MCD measuredalong the magneticfield parallelto a
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Fig. I. ESR signal detected optically in the 420 nm emission of Csl:Na at 1.3 K. H
0~~lt)0):

= 9.1 GHz. The spectrum is assigned to perturbed V~centers prior the tunnelling.
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Fig. 2. ESR signal detected optically in the 420 nm MCD emission of (~sl:Naat 1.3 K. H0//(l(R)):
= 9.1 GUi. The spectrum is assigned to perturbed self-trapped excitons.

(Ill) axis gives a polarizationwhich is slightly larger (~15%) than along the
(100) axis, and the correspondingODESR also shows the two o~ and
polarizedbandsbut separatedby 980G. Thesedata indicate that the symmetry
axis of the perturbedSTE is probably away from the (100) axis, and that the
zero field splitting is thereforesomewhatlarger than980G.

We recently showed [51 that the transient responseof the ODESRsignal to
pulsedmicrowaveexcitationgives information aboutthe lifetime of the emitting
statesas well as about the relaxation times betweenthem. ODESR transient
responsesmeasured,prior to the non-radiativetunnellingprocess.show that the
tunnelling probabilities are of the order of l0~s while similar measurementsin
the emitting triplet final stategive a lifetime of 6.7s.

The origin of the ODESRsignal in the initial statecan he understoodwith the
simple model described in fig. 3. The VK—Na

11 pairsare not stable: after a
tunnelling process.a new emitting state is formed (a perturbed STE) with a
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Fig. 3. Schematic diagram of the electronic processes occurring with (VK—Na°)pairs in CsI:Na.The
left side shows the levels of the pairs in a magnetic field before the tunnelling while the right side
shows the levels and the radiative transitions of the perturbed self-trapped exciton (only with H~
exciton axis) created after the tunnelling process (middle of the figure).

complexradiativedecay.This emitting stateis formedof a long lived triplet state
(TT = 6.7 s) locatedjust below a singletstate(Ts I0~s). Let Ws and WT be the
non-radiativetunnelling probabilities to the final singlet andtriplet states,g and
g’ the g-factorsof the i~moleculeand Na°defect,respectively.Neglectingthe
spin—spininteraction,the energylevelsof a pair of defectsof spin ~(VK—Na°pair)
prior the tunnellingcanbe written for a given magneticfield orientationas

E1,4= ±~(g+ g’)/3H, E73 = ±~(g— g’)f3H. (I)

If N•(i = 1,4) is the population of the four energy levels, the total intensity
emittedwill be given by I = (N1 + N4)WT+ (N2 + N3)Ws.

A microwave field inducesspin flips in each componentof the pair changing
thereforethe steadystatepopulationN~of the levels.Thus the intensity of the
total emitted light will bechangedandits measurementas a function of the field
should eventually give the ESR spectraof the I~and Na°nearby defects.
However only ESR lines associatedwith 12 moleculesare actually observed.
Using the transientresponsedataandthe ratio W1/W~ 0.17 obtainedfrom the
magneticbehaviorof the phosphorescenceintensity [41we calculate the mean
value of the tunnelling probabilities W~ 1.2 ms and WT 7.0 ms. At the lowest
temperaturethe ODESR signal in the initial state correspondsmainly to the
pumping of populationfrom the lowest level (N4), which presentthe two spins
of the pair in a parallelconfiguration,into the secondone(N3) with thetwo spins
in antiparallel configuration. The increase in the luminescenceintensity is
thereforeessentiallyobtainedvia the singlet emissionwhich is a’ polarizedand
do not contributeto the MCD signal. This explainswhy the ODESRassociated
with initial stateis not observedin the MCD measurementsshown in fig. 2 for
which only iz polarizedemissionscan contribute.

The model gives a good qualitative explanationfor the observeddataand the
estimationof the tunnelling probabilities betweenI~and Na°centers.Further-
more, this is the first reportof magneto—opticalmeasurementson perturbedSTE
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emissionsin alkali—halide; it shows that in CsI the STE perturbedby a sodium
impurity presentsa long lived triplet state lying slightly below a short lived
singlet oneandthat theperturbationstrongly affects thesymmetry,lifetimes and
zero field splitting of the unperturbedSTE.
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